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The gauge-including atomic orbital~GIAO! method for the gauge-invariant calculation of nuclear
magnetic shielding constants has been implemented at the coupled-cluster singles and doubles
~CCSD! level. A brief description of the theory and its computational requirements is provided.
Finally, the GIAO–CCSD method is applied to calculate nuclear shielding constants of N2O with
two different basis sets, the larger of which contains 153 contracted Gaussian functions. ©1995
American Institute of Physics.
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For the past several years, the calculation of nucl
magnetic shielding constants has become an increasin
popular area for quantum chemical applications.1 Progress in
this field began with the development of approaches t
address the gauge-origin problem inherent in all finite ba
set calculations of magnetic properties.2–4 These advances
have subsequently been exploited in the development
methods for treating magnetic properties at the correla
level of theory.5–13 Like other molecular properties,14 ele-
ments of the shielding tensor are often strongly affected
electron correlation, as demonstrated in several benchm
calculations.8–11,13 Indeed, despite recent developments
treat shielding constants at relatively high levels$second-
order many-body perturbation theory@MBPT ~2!#7–9 as well
as the second-order polarization propagator5,12 and multicon-
figurational self-consistent-field~MCSCF!10,11 approxima-
tions%, some significant discrepancies between theory a
experiment15 persist. Particularly disturbing is a rather siz
able disagreement between values obtained for certain
tems with different theoretical treatments~see, for example,
the discussion in Ref. 13!, suggesting that electron correla
tion effects are not treated adequately in these cases.

To address the question raised above, methods have
cently been developed for the calculation of shielding tens
at higher levels of many-body perturbation theory, spec
cally third @MBPT ~3!# and fourth-order treatments, with th
latter omitting effects of triple excitations
@SDQ–MBPT~4!#.13 For simple hydrides, correlation effect
appear to be well converged at the SDQ–MBPT~4! level.
However, molecules containing multiple bonds such as2,
CO, and HCN are more problematic; oscillations observed
consecutive orders of perturbation theory suggest that h
level treatments are needed to obtain accurate results
these systems. Experience has demonstrated that cou
cluster @CC# calculations—particularly those based on th
computationally efficient singles and doubles@CCSD#
approximation16—provide accurate treatments of molecul
properties, even in some cases where the MBPT perturba
series is slowly convergent.14 It is therefore tempting to
speculate that similar behavior will be observed in calcu
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tions of shielding constants. The purpose of this paper is
report an implementation of the gauge-including atomic or
bital @GIAO# ansatz2 for the calculation of NMR chemical
shifts at the CC level. The theory of the GIAO–CC approac
as well as its implementation in theACES II program system17

is outlined, and the power of the approach is illustrated b
application to the N2O molecule.

It is well known that origin independence of calculated
magnetic properties is guaranteed by using gauge-includin
atomic orbitals~also known as ‘‘London orbitals’’!, which
depend explicitly on the applied magnetic fieldB,

xm~B!5expS 2
i

2c
~B3Rm! • r Dxm~0!. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, x~0! denotes the usual field-independent atomic
orbitals centered atRm, r the electron coordinates, andc the
velocity of light. The second derivative of the energy with
respect toB and the nuclear magnetic moment of nucleusN
@mN# defines the elements of the nuclear magnetic shieldin
tensor

s j i
N[S d2E

dBi dmNj
D
B50

. ~2!

Provided that the second derivative is evaluated with pe
turbed molecular orbitals represented by GIAOs, Eq.~2! sup-
plies a prescription for the gauge-invariant calculation o
NMR chemical shieldings for any quantum chemical ap
proach. Following the strategy for the GIAO–MBPT~n!
methods,7,9,13s can be calculated at the CCSD level by dif-
ferentiating the energy first with respect tomN and then with
respect toB. The first step of this procedure yields

dE~CCSD!

dmNj
5(

mn

Dmn

]hmn

]mNj
, ~3!

wherem, n,... represent atomic orbitals. In Eq.~3!, Dmn is the
usual relaxed~effective! one-particle density of CC gradient
theory18–20andhmn as the one electron Hamiltonian. Explicit
spin–orbital formulas for the relaxed density can be found i
Refs. 18–20, while detailed equations for the integral deriva
251/251/3/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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252 J. Gauss and J. F. Stanton: Nuclear magnetic shielding constants
tives are given, for example, in Ref. 9. Elements ofDmn are
determined by thet amplitudes that are solutions of the usua
CCSD equations, thel amplitudes18–20 that govern the first-
order perturbation independent response of thet amplitudes,
and the solution of theZ-vector equations21 that accounts for
orbital relaxation effects. The second step of the procedu
yields

s j i
N~CCSD!5(

mn

Dmn

]2hmn

]Bi ]mNj
1(

mn

]Dmn

]Bi

]hmn

]mNj
, ~4!

which is suitable for computation of shielding constants b
requires some additional information. The most comput
tionally demanding requirement is a knowledge of the pe
turbed density]Dmn/]B. Formulas for the corresponding ma
trix elements can be obtained by differentiating th
expressions for the density given, for example, in Ref. 20.
the approach followed here, evaluation of]Dmn/]B requires
the following additional steps:~1! solution of the perturbed
CCSD equations~yielding derivatives of thet amplitudes,
]t/]B!; ~2! solution of the perturbedL equations~yielding
derivatives of thel amplitudes,]l/]B!; ~3! solution of the
coupled-perturbed Hartree–Fock~CPHF! equations22 ~yield-
ing the CPHF coefficientsUpq

B !; and~4! solution of the first-
orderZ-vector equations.9

An important difference exists between the present e
pression for CCSD second derivatives@Eq. ~4!# and a formal-
ism previously presented in the literature.23 In the latter,
equations were cast in a form that required solution of th
perturbed CCSD equations forall perturbation parameters,
while the present formulation requires solution of both th
perturbed CCSDandL equations, though only for the mag-
netic field components. This asymmetric strategy is advan
geous for the present class of applications since there
only three magnetic field components and 3N nuclear mag-
netic moments, whereN is the number of nuclei. Thus, the
approach advocated here requires only the solution of
linear equations governing the first-order response of the c
related wave function, while an approach following the stra
egy outlined in Ref. 23 would require solution of~3N13!
equations for the]t/]B and]t/]mN amplitudes.

The GIAO–CCSD method has been implemented in th
ACES II program system.17 Omission of selected contribu-
tions easily allows the calculation of GIAO coupled-cluste
doubles~GIAO–CCD! and GIAO quadratic configuration in-
teraction~GIAO–QCISD! chemical shifts, and these feature
have been included as a trivial addition to our implement
tion. A full presentation of the underlying theory and detail
of the computational requirements will be reported in a su
sequent publication.

To illustrate the GIAO-based approaches discuss
above, the nuclear magnetic shielding constants of N2O have
been investigated. Previous studies of this molecule ha
demonstrated that electron correlation effects contribute s
nificantly to predicted structural parameters9 and
properties.24 Similarly slow convergence of the MBPT ex-
pansion for magnetic shielding constants is suggested
large second order correlation corrections,9 and it appears
that a significantly higher level treatment is needed to acc
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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rately predict the correlation contribution. Multiconfigura-
tional IGLO calculations have also been reported by va
Wüllen and Kutzelnigg10 for N2O. However, the results of
Ref. 11 suggest that the accuracy of their results is compr
mised by use of a limited active space.

To address this problem, shieldings of N2O obtained
with the GIAO method at finite order MBPT, CCD, QCISD,
CCSD levels are presented here. All calculations have be
performed at the experimental equilibrium geometry
@r e ~NN!51.1282 Å andr e ~NO!51.1843 Å25# usingqz2d
andpz3d1 f basis sets. Both basis sets consist of ansp5set
@11s7p contracted to 6s4p for qz2d and 13s8p contracted
to 8s5p for pz3d1 f # optimized at the SCF level for atoms26

and augmented by polarization functions@two sets of
d-functions for qz2d and three sets ofd- and one set of
f -functions forpz3d1 f # from Ref. 27. Due to program re-
strictions, the full set of Cartesian functions has been in
cluded in the calculations.

Table I summarizes the calculated shielding constants fo
N2O together with experimental data from Refs. 28 and 29
Appreciable correlation corrections in excess of 20 ppm ar
found for all three nuclei, with the calculated results display
ing a pronounced dependence on the treatment of electr
correlation. Though the GIAO–CCSD results are in accep
able agreement with experimental values, it must be emph
sized that the latter necessarily correspond to vibrational
averaged quantities which in general are somewhat small
than chemical shifts evaluated at the equilibrium geometry.30

While the three infinite-order methods@CCD, QCISD, and
CCSD# yield rather similar values, the MBPT results confirm
a slow convergence of the perturbation series already antic
pated by the large MBPT~2! correction tos. The oscillatory
behavior causes the MBPT~2! and SDQ–MBPT~4! chemical
shifts to be too large in magnitude, while the third-orde
treatment apparently underestimates the correlation contrib
tions. Nevertheless, the error found at the SDQ–MBPT~4!
level is significantly less than that at lower levels of MBPT,
augmenting existing evidence13 that the SDQ–MBPT~4!
treatment is more accurate than MBPT~2! for magnetic prop-
erties. The greatest difficulty appears to be associated wi

TABLE I. Calculated isotropic shieldings~in ppm! for N2O
a at the SCF,

MBPT ~2!, MBPT ~3!, SDQ–MBPT~4!, CCD, QCISD, and CCSD levels of
theory using the GIAO ansatz and theqz2d and pz3d1 f basis sets de-
scribed in the text.

Method

qz2d pz3d1 f

N1 N2 O N1 N2 O

SCF 62.8 233.6 172.4 62.5 234.2 174.4
MBPT ~2! 133.6 33.2 218.8 130.7 30.8 217.0
MBPT ~3! 95.6 20.4 193.9 93.1 22.9 191.9
SDQ–MBPT~4! 108.0 15.2 206.8 105.1 12.2 204.8
CCD 103.9 8.5 202.6 100.9 5.5 200.5
QCISD 104.3 10.2 202.3 101.8 7.8 200.7
CCSD 103.0 7.7 200.3 100.5 5.3 198.8
Expt. s0

b 99.5 11.3 200 99.5 11.3 200

aN1 andN2 are the terminal and central nitrogen atoms, respectively.
bExperimental vibrationally averaged values from Ref. 28~15N! and Ref. 29
~17O!.
No. 1, 1 January 1995
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253J. Gauss and J. F. Stanton: Nuclear magnetic shielding constants
the N2 nucleus, where the perturbation series exhibits
largest oscillations. Although the SDQ–MBPT~4! model pro-
vides the predicted chemical shift that is closest to the
perimental value, this is clearly a fortuitous result. Indee
due to the pronounced correlation dependence observe
this example, it is probable that triple excitation contrib
tions are of some importance and might be needed to ach
quantitative agreement with experiment.

As is often the case, basis set effects are somewhat m
pronounced at the correlated level, but differences betw
qz2d andp3d1 f are less than 3 ppm in all cases. It is ther
fore most unlikely that further extension of the basis w
lead to results that differ appreciably from those obtain
with the extensivepz3d1 f set that comprises 153 contracte
Gaussian functions for N2O.

Together with GIAO–MBPT~n! methods,9,13 the GIAO-
based CCD, QCISD, and CCSD methods reported in t
paper form a natural hierachical sequence for increasin
reliable calculation of nuclear magnetic shielding constan
The sophisticated treatment of correlation in the lat
infinite-order approaches extends the accuracy that can
achieved in theoretical calculations of shielding constan
These approaches will therefore be important for benchm
calculations as well as in analysis and prediction of expe
mental results.
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